INTRODUCTION
The isotropic, inhomogeneous distribution of burst sources derived from BATSE data has led to the general acknowledgment that GRBs could be of cosmological origin. If bursts are associated with cosmologically distant galaxies, we do not expect in most scenarios to observe m ultiple events from the same direction. The small-scale angular distribution of burst sources thus plays a vital role in con rming or dispelling the cosmological hypothesis. Numerous investigations using BATSE data have yielded con icting results due to BATSE's limited angular resolution of a few degrees at best. However, most recent analyses agree that the BATSE burst locations are consistent with isotropy e v en on small angular scales | indicating that burst recurrence is either rare or non-existent 1 3.
In the present study, w e use the burst localization capabilities of The Imaging Compton Telescope COMPTEL to independently investigate the anguc 1996 American Institute of Physics 1 lar distribution of GRBs. Although it detects far fewer bursts, COMPTEL has the advantage over BATSE that its burst localization accuracy is superior 1 . This makes even a modest sample of COMPTEL burst locations particularly valuable for investigating the small-scale angular distribution of burst sources.
OBSERVATIONS AND BURST LOCALIZATION
Gamma-ray bursts are observed regularly within the eld-of-view 1 3 sr depending on uence of the main COMPTEL telescope" operating mode 0.75 30 MeV. Lacking an on-board transient triggering system, these bursts are identi ed by searching for excess numbers of telescope events" 4 at the times of all BATSE burst triggers. This technique is e ective since BATSE is a far more sensitive detector at energies where bursts emit most of their power.
In the four year period from April 1991 through April 1995, 27 signi cant 4 detections have been identi ed out of more than 230 candidate BATSE triggers 5. Each of these bursts has been localized through direct imaging of the MeV photon events using a maximum likelihood technique that provides quantitative constraints on the source direction and ux 6. Statistical burst location accuracy 1 con dence ranges from 0.5 for the strongest events to 2 for the weakest, with a mean of 1 for all 27 bursts see Figure 1 .
Simulations and comparisons with other instruments indicate that systematic location errors are 0.5 .
SPATIAL ANALYSIS
The angular distribution of COMPTEL burst directions is analyzed using two inclusive samples: the 27 bursts detected in four years of observations and the 18 bursts 7 of the rst three years. Although the full sky has been observed by COMPTEL, several regions most notably Virgo and the Galactic center have received substantially 30 50 higher exposure. For each sample interval, a map of COMPTEL's non-uniform probability of detecting a burst on the sky or exposure" has been computed by accumulating data from the many pointed observation periods Figure 1 .
As shown in Figure 2 , Galactic dipole and quadrupole moments corrected for the non-uniform exposure indicate that both the three year and four year burst location samples are consistent on large scales with an isotropic angular distribution of sources. Uncertainties in these quantities caused by burst location errors are negligible compared to the large statistical errors due to the small sample size.
Small-scale structure in the angular distribution is examined using the now standard two-point angular correlation function w and the nearest neighbor statistic NN 1. Both of these statistical tools are sensitive to smallscale clustering, which could indicate repeated bursts from individual sources. To account for burst location errors, observed w and NN distributions are evaluated by a v eraging over points sampled randomly from the COMP-TEL maximum likelihood burst localizations i.e., Figure 1 . Each observed average distribution is compared to the null hypothesis of isotropy, w eighted with COMPTEL's non-uniform sky exposure map, as shown in Figure 3 . The signi cance Q of observed deviations in excess of the isotropic hypothesis is evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation.
In the three year sample of 18 GRBs, there is evidence of a marginally signi cant excess of bursts with small angular separations 2 . The cause of this excess is that two of the COMPTEL bursts GRB 930704 and GRB 940301 are localized to the same direction within their combined location errors. The probability of this coincidence occurring by c hance based on either angular correlation or nearest neighbor analyses is Q 3 | suggesting the possibility of burst recurrence 6. However, the small-angle excess is not observed in the full four year burst sample, indicating that no other coincidences have since been detected, thus diluting the signi cance of the GRB 930704 940301 overlap.
DISCUSSION
Given their limited numbers, the COMPTEL burst location samples provide little more than a consistency check o n B A TSE's unsurpassed measurements of the large-scale angular distribution of burst sources. However, the COMPTEL localizations do provide a valuable, independent measure of the small-scale properties of this distribution by virtue of their superior location accuracy. Results from the 27 burst sample presented here indicate that the COMPTEL burst locations are statistically consistent with an isotropic distribution of sources. If we accept this result, models of burst recurrence can be constrained. As an example, we t a simple, one parameter f r , the fraction of sources that produce repeated bursts burst recurrence model 9 to the COMPTEL observations and nd that this particular model can be rejected with 95 con dence when f r 23. Similar analysis of the rst 260 BATSE bursts was not as constraining due to BATSE's poor location accuracy 9. Unfortunately, models predicting fewer bursts per repeating source are not constrained by COMPTEL observations because we w ould not yet expect to see many recurrences in such small samples.
The preceding arguments still do not rule out the possibility that the coincident bursts GRB 930704 and GRB 940301 were produced by a single source. Nor can this possibility be excluded with the combined observations of COMP-TEL, BATSE, EGRET and the Interplanetary Network. We can, however, conclude that if recurrence exists, it must be a relatively rare phenomenon. Continued observations may y et yield a more de nitive answer.
